PEPERIKSAAN PERCUBAAN UPSR 2018
ENGLISH YEAR 6
WRITING
ANALISIS ITEM/ JSU/ JAWAPAN
No

SECTION/TOPIC

DIFFICULTY LEVEL
EASY AVE DIFF

ANSWER

SECTION A

(INFORMATION
TRANSFER)

1.

Study the leaflet

/

(1)

Fun Holiday Programme

below and use

/

(2)

fun and interesting ways

the information

/

(3)

from 21 November to 22

to complete the

December

message.

/

(4)

Language games, Treasure
Hunts, English Drama Class

/

(5)

get a 20% discount

/

(1) stamps collecting

SECTION B
B (i)

Study the flyer
and answer the

(2) gardening

following

(3) drawing

question in the

*Or swimming.

space provided.
Your friend is
B (ii)

coming to visit

/

22, Jalan Suria,

you during the

Taman Intan,

school holidays.

40160, Selangor.

You would like to

1st March 2018

participate in a

Dear Mark,

competition with

How are you? I am fine here. I’m

him/her. Based

looking forward to seeing you in the

on the flyer, write

coming school holidays. I have a

a letter telling

plan for us. We can join a sharing

him/her about

session of stamps collecting nearby

the benefits of

Garden Mall. There will be many

the competition

stamp collectors from all around

and what to

Malaysia.

bring. Your letter

It is good to collect stamps because

should be

it helps us to gain extra knowledge

between 50 and

about other countries. We also get to

80 words.

know new friends when we are
exchanging the stamps.
Bring along your stamps albums,
magnifying glass and stamps tong.
Once you have arrived, we can go
and register ourselves there.
See you soon. Bye.
Your friend,
Roy

SECTION C
ESSAY WRITING
1.

Write a story

/

QUESTION 1

based on the
picture given.

Madam Chen’s birthday was around

You may use the

the corner. The class monitor of 6

words given to

Bestari suggested that they hold a

help you. Write

surprise birthday party for her. They

your answer in

all agreed. After some planning, they

the space

divided the tasks among themselves

provided. Write

and got to work.

your story

On that day, they decorated their

between 80-100

classroom with balloons. Some of

words.

them prepared the birthday cake
and food.
When everything was ready, the
class monitor invited Madam Chen
to the class during recess. When she
entered the class, they shouted
“Happy Birthday” and sang birthday
song together. Madam Chen was
very surprised and impressed by
what they had done. It was indeed a
memorable day for her.

2.

Write a story

/

QUESTION 2

based on the

Yesterday, Adam was cycling home

given picture

from school.

series. The series

On his way home, he saw an old

of pictures show

lady walking along the road. She

a story. You may

was carrying a basket full of

use all the words

mangosteens. She was walking

provided to

slowly because the basket was

describe the

heavy. Adam quickly stopped and

pictures. Write

offered to help the old lady.

your story

Adam got down from his bicycle

between 80 and

and put the basket of fruits on the

100 words

seat. Then, he pushed his bicycle

and walked with her.
When they reached the old lady’s
house, she thanked Adam for his
kindness. She appreciated what
Adam had done and gave some
juicy mangosteens to him. Adam
thanked the old lady and cycled
home.
TOTAL

3

4

2

